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BACKGROUND

MULTIVARIATE TIME-SERIES FEATURES

• Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) rapidly spread worldwide after the first confirmed
case in Wuhan, China, in December 2019.
• In response to the outbreak, countries worldwide introduced various policies limiting
mobility and accessibility. These policies have transformed diverse aspects of society
and daily life.
• Sydney adopted diverse restriction policies to effectively control community
transmission under different conditions after the first COVID-19 case in New South Wales
(NSW) on March 1, 2020.
• After the first year of the COVID-19 era, the NSW government implemented a state-wide
vaccination strategy to control locally acquired COVID-19 infections from February 22,
2021.

AIMS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
This study aims to identify effective COVID-19 restriction policies and
vaccination strategies in Sydney.
1)We constructed a multi-dimensional time-series features data set including daily local
COVID-19 infections, diverse levels of restriction policies, daily vaccination rates, and daily
and hourly multimodal travel patterns.
2)We designed a two-stage machine learning (ML) approach to describe relations between
locally acquired COVID-19 cases, policies, mobilities, and vaccinations in Sydney.
3)In the first stage, we adopted principal component analysis (PCA) to identify effective
restriction policies, vaccinations, mobility patterns.
4)In the second stage, we implemented a Gaussian process regression (GPR) model to
predict locally transmitted cases, using principal components as independent variables.

FRAMEWORK
Our multidimensional time-series data set includes date profiles, COVID-19 related profiles,
multimodal traffic and transit patronage profiles, and policy profiles for Greater Sydney,
Australia. The research period is one year from when the first infection was confirmed in
Sydney.

MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH

RESULTS

We integrated PCA for dimensional reductions into the GPR model because
the GPR model is not efficient for high-dimensional data in a prediction
process.
1.The number of locally transmitted COVID-19 cases, Y = {yi}, ∀i ∈ I, is an outcome variable
given policy and mobility features, X = {xi,j,k}, ∀i, j, k ∈ I, J, K, in Greater Sydney.
2.We used PCA to reduce the dimensions of our constructed data sets, as PCA reconstructs
the given data structure to maximize the variance over a set of linear combinations. We
modified the traditional PCA mathematical framework described in Abdi and Williams
(2010) to fit a series of formulas to the data structure proposed in this study.
3.We use a GPR model to predict the number of locally transmitted COVID-19 cases given
the matrix of features, X. In the previous section, we defined Y = {yi}, ∀i ∈ I as the set of
dependent variables and X = {xi,j,k}, ∀i, j, k ∈ I, J, K as the set of independent features.

CONCLUSIONS
• We used open-source data sets to establish multivariate time-series data sets, including
policy, mobility, and vaccination indicators, to identify effective COVID-19 restriction
policies.
• We integrated PCA into the GPR model for dimensional reduction because the GPR
model is inefficient at predictions based on a high-dimensional data structure.
• These results indicate that the proposed integrated PCA and GPR model and data
structure, including policy, mobility, and vaccination indicators, can appropriate predict
the number of locally transmitted COVID-19 cases in Greater Sydney.
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